174	LEARNING HOW TO DRESS
seeing that his clothes meet necessary physical and aesthetic
standards and are so constructed that he can easily dress him-
self.
To be physically beneficial, a child's clothes should be of
the fabric and weight to give him the best protection against
the weather and temperature, should fit at every point, be
large enough to be put on easily yet not be cumbersome,
should not bind, and should hang from the shoulder rather
than from the waist. The materials of which they are made
should be soft and pliable but sturdy, and easily washed.
Shoes should have firm, flexible soles, be snug at the heel and
arch, allow toes to rest in an easy position, and be long enough
to permit the foot to grow. Socks and stockings should fit the
foot without being stretched.
Attractively designed clothes, i.e., clothes simple enough to
prevent him from being self-conscious, and pleasing in color
and design, give a child emotional satisfaction. From the ed-
ucational viewpoint, a child's clothes should fasten in front
with buttons large enough for him to manage alone. The
best blouses have fullness across the back and chest, and a
pocket for the kerchief. Large sleeves and armholes permit
ease in motion. Plackets in trousers and panties should be
large enough to enable the child to go to the toilet by himself.
independence m dressing is learned
Given clothes which meet these minimum standards and a
few simple directions as he masters the intricacies of dressing,
the young child is likely to be happy about his clothes and
dressing, and increasingly independent in managing them.
Opportunity to choose what to wear from among his
clothes is the child's next step in managing his dress. (Provi-
sion of accessible places for keeping his belongings helps him
to find and choose what to wear.} If the clothes provided for
aje equally acceptable and spoken of not as "old," '*bet-
or "good/* but as *T>est for what you are going to be
"suitable to the weather today," or "so you will be

